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Futurecity

1.CULTURAL AUDIT: Identify potential influences such as
history, heritage, nature, ecology, sport and play, creative
industries, media and technology, etc.

2.CULTURAL ASSETS: Identify hard and soft assets. Hard assets
= architecture, landscape, infrastructure, etc.  Soft assets =
Services, Amenities, Partnerships, etc.

3. VISION: Stories and ideas that can translate into marketing,
branding, PR, and design, to create a unifying theme and
creative energy.

4.PLACEMAKING PRINCIPLES: Principles describe a small
group of ‘big ideas’, such as cycling, technology, arts, and
culture, that provide a framework for the project.

5.VALUE SYSTEM: The strategy is then tested against a set of
values, such as creating a destination, increased footfall, dwell
time, attracting new audiences, supporting community
participation, marketing opportunities, political support, etc.

10 Step Process to Remarkable Placemaking - Start to Finish



Futurecity

6.CULTURAL PARTNERSHIPS: What partnerships are available?
Including, museums, galleries, creative industries, theater,
dance, visual-arts, performance, gaming, universities and other
institutions and organizations

7.ENABLING COMMUNITIES: What are your demographics?
Such as Gen Z, Baby Boomers, nationalities, residencies,
workers, visitors, tourists, businesses, purchasers, renters, etc.

8. TEMPORARY CONTEMPORARY: Experimenting your idea in
a temporary space, such as a vacant unit, container, in a “pop-
up” kind of way. Take the results and apply them to the final
project.

9.CREATIVE DISTRICT IDENTITY: This is a mindset that
removes the borders from the project and makes the place the
imaginary center of a greater creative district.  This approach
sets out the idea of a new district that demonstrates a series of
placemaking principles.

10.CULTURE LABS: Officially track the data from your project to
identify and predict future trends.

10 Step Process to Remarkable Placemaking - Start to Finish



What Makes A Great Place?

Sociability Uses &
Activities

Comfort
& Image

Access &
Linkages

There are 4 main parameters that apply to placemaking. The "Intangibles"
consist of intuitive or qualitative aspects by which to judge a place. Finally are
the "Measurements" which which are the quantitative aspects that can be
measured by statistics or research.

Diverse
Stewardship
Cooperative
Neighborly
Pride
Friendly
Interactive
Welcoming

# of women
# of children
# of elderly
Social Network
Volunteerism
Evening use
Street life

Fun
Active
Vital
Special
Real
Useful
Indigenous
Celebratory 
Sustainable

Local business
Land-use
Property value
Rent levels
Retail sales

Safe
Clean
Green
Walkable
Sittable
Spiritual
Charming
Attractive
Historic

Crime stats
Sanitation
rating
Building
condition
Environmental
data

Continuity
Proximity
Connected
Readable
Walkable
Convenient
Accessible

Traffic data
Mode splits
Transit usage
Pedestrian
activity
Parking usage

Intangibles Intangibles Intangibles Intangibles

Measurements Measurements MeasurementsMeasurements



What Makes A Great Place?
The Place Box can be used as a tool to help you in judging any place,
good or bad. There is a rating chart below that covers the four main
elements of placemaking. (Sociability, Uses & Activities, Comfort &
Image, Access & Linkages) Your team will identify potential
opportunities by answering the questions below. 

Access &Linkages

Uses &ActivitiesSociabi
lity

place

Comfort

& Im
age



Place Performance Evaluation
Rate the Place:
COMFORT & IMAGE POOR GOOD

Overall Attractiveness

Feeling of Safety

Cleanliness/Quality of Maintenance

Comfort of Places to Sit

Comments/Notes:

1

1

1

1

2 3 4

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

ACCESS & LINKAGES POOR GOOD

Visibility from a Distance

Ease in Walking to the Place

Transit Access

Clarity of Information/Signage

Comments/Notes:

1

1

1

1

2 3 4

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4



Place Performance Evaluation
Rate the Place:

USES & ACTIVITIES POOR GOOD

Mix of Stores/Services

Frequency of Community Events

Overall Busy-ness of Area

Economic Vitality

Comments/Notes:

1

1

1

1

2 3 4

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

SOCIABILLITY POOR GOOD

Number of People in Groups

Evidence of Volunteerism

Sense of Pride and Ownership

Presence of Children and Seniors

Comments/Notes:

1

1

1

1

2 3 4

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4



Below, we’ve added some questions for you to consider when
taking your location or space from regular placemaking to
remarkable placemaking - you should be able to answer a quick
and sure “yes” to these prompts

Do you want to spend time at this place?
YES NO

Do you want to revisit this place?

Do you want to bring someone else to this place?

Do you want to take a photo of or in this place?

Would you share this place on your social media channels?

Can you socialize in this place?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

Place Performance Evaluation



Place Performance Evaluation
Identify Opportunities:

What do you like best about this place?1.

2. List things that you would do to improve this place that could
be done right away and that wouldn't cost a lot:

3. What changes would you make in the long term that would
have the biggest impact?



Place Performance Evaluation
Identify Opportunities:

4. Ask someone who is in the place regularly what they like about
it and what they would do to improve it. Record their answer:

5. What local partnerships or local talent can you identify that
could help implement some of your proposed improvements?
Please be as specific as possible.



Remarkable places encourage participation, interaction, sharing, connection,
and repeat visits.  Think about the public places that you spend your time in
and the places that you return to over and over again.  

These are the places you take friends and family who visit from out of town.
They are where you meet for lunch, where you go on walks, where you
escape to after a particularly long week.  When visiting a public park - why do
you choose a specific one over others?  What are the elements that make it
remarkable for you?

"MY" Remarkable Place

List the locations below and then work through each question.

Think through your top 5 favorite places in the world
Think through your top 3 favorite places in Education City
Think through your top 3 places in Education City that you DON'T
like to take people to



"MY" Remarkable Place

Things To Do: 
Does this place have spaces for activities?  Basketball courts, chess tables, a
water feature to play in, food trucks, etc?

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



"MY" Remarkable Place

Things To See: 
Is there a statue, a piece of art, an incredible view? Are there magnificent
trees, gardens, waterfalls, buildings that you love to view here?

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



"MY" Remarkable Place

Proximity To: 
Is the location of this place what keeps you coming back?  Is it near your
favorite coffee shop or your work? Proximity may be a factor that brings
initial visitors, but it doesn’t make it remarkable.

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



"MY" Remarkable Place

Unique Elements: 
What do you hear, smell, or taste here?  Is there live music? Street
performers?

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



"MY" Remarkable Place
It Makes Me Feel: 
How do you feel in this space?  What contributes to that feeling? Is there a
memory or sentiment that makes it remarkable? Is there history to it? Do you
feel safe here? Do you feel progressive or forward thinking? Do you feel
relaxed or at ease?

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



"MY" Remarkable Place

People I've Shared It With: 
Have you met friends here? Brought friends or family to see this place? Is it
somewhere you come alone or with people? Have you ever shared a pic of
yourself online in this place or a pic of this place?

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



"MY" Remarkable Place

Other Remarkability:
If you had to explain to someone why you visit this place . . . is there anything
else would you tell them?

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5



Everything Is A Remix 

(Copy) X (Transform) X (Combine) = Remix Formula

Often we are tasked with the following request: “Come up with
something that has never been done!” That is entirely possible. But
often, the great ideas are a remix. The true skill lies in knowing how
to take the best elements of good ideas & solutions, and then come
up with your own version that fits inside your box. We've done this
exercise in a past workbook but now we want you to focus on
locations. These can be locations inside or outside of Education City.

Try this exercise with a new idea or even better, do the exercise with
your redefined product/message. Follow the remix formula below. 

Remix each location to see what you come up with! 

List 5 activation locations or facilities that your team is
responsible for
List  5 locations outside of Education City

List of activations, events, and facilities:



Everything Is A Remix 
(Copy) X (Transform) X (Combine) = Remix Formula

(C
op

y)



Everything Is A Remix 
(Copy) X (Transform) X (Combine) = Remix Formula

(T
ra
ns
fo
rm

)



Everything Is A Remix 
(Copy) X (Transform) X (Combine) = Remix Formula

(C
om

bi
ne

)



Questions
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